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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall consider some generalizations of the famous transversal 
theorem of Hall [4]. We give some preliminary definitions and results in Sec- 
tion 2. Section 3 contains the basic selection theorem. The notions of “rank” 
and “independence,” and our selection theorem are not new, but our approach 
is somewhat different from the usual one (see, for instance, [S]). Our method 
also leads to natural proofs of the theorem of Mendelsohn and Dulmage (and of a 
similar result) and some other combinatorial results. These proofs will be found 
in Sections 5 and 6. Section 4 discusses some examples and applications of 
Section 3, while Section 7 contains a few comments. In particular, we shah see 
that the transversal theory (or independcncc structure) of a family of sets itself 
provides an interesting example of a rank function. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
I f  S is a set, a family on S will be an unordered collection of elements of S, 
i.e., a function from a set I (which we will call an index set) to S, denoted by 
(Q: i E I}. In our applications, the family will be a collection of subsets of a 
given set. 
I f  5’ is a set, 1 S ) will denote the cardinality of S, and 2s will denote all subsets 
of S. P will denote the nonnegative integers. 
In what follows, we could work with families instead of sets as the domains 
of our (pre-) rank functions, but this would introduce some notational complica- 
tions and is not necessary: refer to Example (3) of Section 4 as a way of avoiding 
such complications. 
1. DEFINITION. Let S be a set. A prerank function r on S is a function 
r: 2s + P u {co} such that 
R(i) +> = 0; 
R(ii) A C B =c- r(A) < r(B); 
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R(iii) r(A u {x>) < r(A) + 1; 
R(iv) if co > r(A u {x, r}) = r(A) + 1, then either 
r(A U (x}) = r(A) + 1 or r(A u {Y}) = f-(A) + 1. 
(S, r) will be called a prerank. If, in addition to R(i)-R(iv), Y satisfies 
R(v) for each A C S, r(A) = sup{r(B): B _C A, B finite}, 
then r will be called a rank. A finite set A C S is independent if r(T) = / A 1; an 
infinite set is independent if all its finite subsets are. Of course, R(iii) implies 
that if A is independent and B C A, then B is independent. 
Our axioms are not the same as those given for a rank function in Mirsky [S, 
p. 1071, but it is easy to see that Mirsky’s properties imply ours (see also [8, 
p. 229, Example 51). H owever, (iv) of Proposition 2, which follows, is just the 
submodularity property, so our definitions are, in fact, equivalent. The difference 
is one of emphasis: we stress a replacement property, Mirsky stresses sub- 
modularity. We will see that our emphasis on the replacement property leads to 
easy proofs of a number of theorems. 
2. PROPOSITION. Let (S, r) be a rank, A and B subsets of S. 
(i) If r(A u B) = r(A) + n < co, then there exists C C B with 
r(A U C) = T(A) + n and 1 C 1 = n. 
(ii) If A C B, r(A) = r(B), the-n for each CC S, r(A u C) = Y(B u C). 
(iii) .Zf r(A) = r(A u B) = r(B), then for each Cc S, Y(A u C) = 
r(B u C). 
(iv) r(A u B) + Y(A n B) < r(A) + r(B). 
(v) If A is independent, x E A, r({x}) = 1, and A u {x> is not independent, 
then there is y  E A suck that (A\(y)) u {x} is independent. 
(vi) If Y c A is a finite indepzdent set, T(A) = n and r(A\{y}) = n - 1 
for each y  E Y, then r(A\Y) = n - 1 Y j . 
Proof. Note that in (ii), (iii), and (’ ) iv we may as well assume that the ranks 
involved are all finite. 
(i) It suffices, by R(v), to prove this under the additional assumption 
that ( A I < 00. For s = 0, the result is trivial, while for s = 1 it is an easy 
consequence of R(iv). The general case can then be readily proved by induction 
on s. 
(ii) Again, we may assume I C I < co; in this case, it is clearly enough 
to prove the theorem when C = {x}. We may also assume A and B finite, and 
then, by induction, that B = A U (y). In this last case, however, the result 
follows immediately from R(iv). 
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(iii) This follows from (ii). 
(iv) Assume that r(A n B) = p, R(A) = n + p, r(B) = m + p. By 
repeated application of (i) of this proposition, we can reduce the problem to the 
case in which A n B, A, and B are all independent. In this case, 
r(A u B) < 1 A u B 1 = / A 1 + j B 1 - 1 A n B / = r(A) + r(B) - Y(A n B). 
(v) If A is finite, the result follows from R(iv): Y({x} u A) = 
1 + (I A 1 - 1). If is infinite, let B be a finite subset of A so that B u {x} is not 
independent. Suppose that for no y E B is (A\(y)) u {x} independent. Then, 
there exists a finite C, B C CC A, such that (C\{y}) U {x} is dependent for 
each y E B. There exists an element z in C so that (C\(z)) u (x} is independent. 
But then B C (C\(z)) u { x is independent, a contradiction. } 
(vi) We use induction on / Y / . For j Y / = 1, the result is trivial; for 
1 Y 1 = 2, it is R(iv). Suppose the result true for I Y j < n - 1. If r(A\Y) = 
m - 1 Y I + 1, / Y I = rz > 3, then, fory E Y, r(A\Y) U {y}) = m - j Y j + 1, 
whence, by R(iv), ify, # yz are both in Y, r(A\Y) U {yl , yz}) = m - / Y j + 1, 
contradicting the induction hypothesis. 
The basic technique used in this paper depends on the construction of a new 
rank from an old one given by the following lemma. 
3. LEMMA. Let (S, Y) be a yank, U a j&e subset of S, S, = S\U, and 
y  cl. * 2so ---f P given by 
r,(A) = r(A u 77) - r(U). 
Then, (S, , Y”) is a yank, called the reduction of S by U. 
Proof. We may assume that U = {a}, for some a E S. Properties R(i)-R(iii) 
and R(v) are clear. To prove R(iv), let A C S\(a), X, y E S\(a). Suppose 
Y~,,(A\{x}) = ~(~j(A\{y}) = r{,)(A). Then, from the definition of ~(~1 , 
44 U (4 U {a>) = y(A U (~1 U {a>> = y(A U {a)), 
whence, by R(iv) for I, 
44 u ia> u {xl u (~1) = y(A u W 
The result follows. 
We will usually denote ~(~1 by ya . 
4. LEMMA. If (S, Y) is a yank, A _C S, let (A) = {x: r(A U {x}) = Y(A)}. 
Then 
(i) r(A u <A)) = r(A); 
(ii) ; f  A C (B), then (A) G (B). 
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The proof will be omitted, since it follows from R(iv) in the usual way. 
We close this section by mentioning an “exchange” property, due to Brualdi 
and Scrimger [2]. 
If B, , B, C E C S, with T(B~) = r(B,) = r(E) and x E B,\B, , then there 
exists y E B,\B, such that (B,\(x)) u (y> and (B,\(y)) u (xf both have ranks 
equal to r(E). 
To show that this property holds in a rank, suppose B, , B, , and E are the 
appropriate subsets of S. We may assume the Bi to be independent and finite. 
Let x E B,\B,. By Proposition 2(i), Y = {y E B,: r((B,\{x)) u (y}) = r(E)} # o . 
Suppose that for each y E Y, r((B,{y)) u (x}) = r(E) - 1. Then Proposition 
2(vi) implies that 
W,\Y) u W = r(E) - I Y I = y(Bz\Y). 
Then, by the choice of Y, (B2\Y) C (Bl\{x)), and, by the above equation, 
x E (B,\Y). Lemma 4 then shows that x E (B,\(x)). Thus, v((B,\(x)) u (a$) = 
r(E) - 1, a contradiction. 
3. THE SELECTION THEOREM 
In this section, we will prove our basic selection theorem. The theorem itself 
is not new, but the proof we give (whose basic idea dates to the Halmos-Vaughan 
proof of Hall’s theorem) seems particularly straightforward. 
5. THEOREM. Let S be a set, and let r, ,..., Y,, be prerunk functions oz S. Then, 
there exists a partition 9 = (S, ,..., S,) of S such that Si is r+‘ndependent for 
j = I,..., n, if and only if the following conditions holds: 
for every finite T C S, I T I ,< 1 y,(T). (*I 
j 
(We will cull such a partition “admissible.“) 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious. We will first prove the 
sufficiency of (*) for finite sets by induction on 1 S ( . The inductive step entails 
the consideration of two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose there exists S’, 0 # 5” s S, with j S’ I = C yi(S’). (We 
will call such a subset “critical.“) By the inductive hypothesis, we may partition 
s’ into &I,..., S,’ which are, respectively, ri-,..., r,-independent sets. Let 
(S, F$) be the reduction of (S, yj) by S?‘. We claim that (*) holds for the system 
s, fl )...) f* . If this is the case, we obtain, by our inductive hypothesis, a partition 
s r ,..., S,, of S into independent sets. Set Sj = Sj’ u & . The Si form a partition 
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of S. To check independence, notice that ri(g) (= yj(sj u S,‘) - ~~(5’~‘)) = 
$ / and rj(S,‘) = / Si’ / . Therefore, 
Yj(Sj) = Yj(Sj’) + Fj(Sj) = 1 Sj’ j  + I sj I = / sj 1 . 
Thus, Sj is rj-independent. 
To prove our claim, let B C S\S’. Then, since 
I S’ I = 1 Yj(S’) >c Yj(Sj’) = c 1 Sj’ 1 = 1 S’ 1 ) 
j i j 
we have that ~~(27) = yj(Sj’). Therefore, 
c fm = 7 (YdB u %‘I - I 4’ I> 
= c rj(B u S’) - 1 S’ I > 1 B 1 , 
the last inequality by (*) for S and the yj . 
Case 2. Suppose S has no critical subsets. Then, for some x E S and for 
some j, Y~({x}) = 1. The induction hypothesis then yields the existence of a 
partiton S, ,.,., S, of S\(x) into fk-independent sets, where s = yk for k # j, 
and r’j is the reduction of rj by {x}. We obtain an admissible partition of S by 
setting S, = S, for k # j and Sj = Sj u (x}. 
These two cases complete the proof of the finite case. The case in which S 
is infinite follows from the standard application of Tychonoff’s theorem. Let 
r-I = I-Isa u,..., n> with the product topology, where {l,..., n} is discrete. Let 
.JP = all finite subsets of S. For eachF E 9, we consider all partitions {Ft ,..., F,] 
of F into ri-independent sets. For such a partition, we let C, = (p: p, = j if 
s E Fj}. C, is a closed, nonempty subset of the compact space; furthermore, 
F 3_ F’ implies that C, C C,, . TychonofYs theorem yields the existence of a point 
p E nF C, . Set Sj = {s: p, =j}. Then S, ,..., S, form an admissible partition 
of s. 
We say that S has a partition of deficiency d if there exists s’ c S, 1 S\S’ 1 = d, 
such that S’ has an admissible partition. An application of Theorem 5 to the 
rank functions rl ,..., Y, , Y,+~ ,..., Y,+~ , where 
Y,,(C) = 1 if Cf 0, 
=o if c= %, 
yields the next result. 
6. COROLLARY. Let S be a set, rl ,..., Y, pmrank functions on S. Then, S has a 
partition of dejiciency d ;f and only if 
for each$nite T C S, I T I < C y,(T) + d. (*4 
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This corollary leads to the standard formula for the rank function of a sum of 
independence structures given by the following theorem, whose proof we omit. 
7. THEOREM. Let S be a Jinite set, and let rl ,..., r, be rank functions on S. 
Then the maximum cardinality of a subset of S which has an admissible partition is 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. If V is a vector space, the function r given by r(A) = the 
dimension of the space spanned by A is a rank function on V. Theorem 5 then 
yields the following result due to Horn. 
I f  S C V, k E P, we may partition S into k sets of linearly independent vectors if 
and only if for each r E P, whenever W is a subspace of V of dimension r, then 
1 WnSI <rk. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let S be any set, A _C S. We define the rank function fA by 
TA(B) = 1 if BnA# 0, 
zz 0 if BnA=@. 
In particular, we will denote F(~) by F$ . Theorem 5 then yields the following 
generalization of Hall’s theorem. 
Let S, ,..., S, be subsets of S, m: S--f P u (0) any function. Then, there is a 
function p: {l,..., n} -+ S such that 
(i) p(j)E&,j= l,..., n, 
and 
(ii) 1 p-l(s)1 < m(s) for s E S, 
if and only if for each I C {l,..., n}, 
To prove the result, notice that we may assume m(s) < n for all s, and that S 
is finite. Then, just apply Theorem 5 to the rank functions r; ,..., fq, 
q = CsES m(s), where these are the rank functions f8 , s E S, each F~ occurring 
m(s) times. 
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EXAMPLE 3. A more complicated example of a rank function involves the 
transversal structure of a set. Let S be a set, I an index set and {Si: i E 1> a family 
of subsets of S. For J _C I, let r(]) be the maximum cardinality of a subfamily 
(Si: i E J’} (J’ C J) which h as a transversal. Then, r is a rank function on I. 
Actually, we have a more general result. 
8. PROPOSITION. Let S be a set, Y a rank function on S, I an index set, and 
(Si: i E I> a family of subsets of S. For J C I, let r*(J) be the maximum cardinality 
of J’ C ]for which thefamily {Si: i E J’} h as a system of independent representatives 
(SIR), i.e., so that there exist xi E Si for i E J’ such that these elements are distinct 
and the set {xi: i E J’} is r-independent. Then, r* is a rank function on I. 
Proof. The only nonobvious part of the proof involves verifying property 
R(iv). To this end, suppose A 21, x, y ~1, with 
and 
r*(A) = n = r*(A U {x}) = r*(A U {y}), 
r*(A U {x> U {y}) = n + 1. 
(1) 
We wish to establish a contradiction. We claim that the existence of A, X, and y 
satisfying (1) implies the existence of such an A with j A 1 = n. Suppose we have 
established this claim. Assume, then, that / A / = n. If S, u S, s (ViEA S,), 
then it is clear that either r*(A u {x}) = n + 1 or r*(A u {y}) = n + 1, con- 
tradicting (1). In particular, therefore, r(iJisA SJ 3 n + 1. Let B C A be maxi- 
mal with 1 B 1 = r(uiEB SJ. If B = 0, we would again obtain a contradiction 
of (1). If S, u S, 2 (Uiee S,), the fact that the collection {Si\lJjeB Sj: i E A\B} 
has no nonempty critical subsets shows that either r*(A u {x}) or r*(A u {y)) > 
n + 1, a contradiction. Finally, however, if S, u S, C (Vie8 S,>, then 
r*(A U {xl U ir>) 
= r*((B U lx> U {y)) U (A\@) d r*(B U ix> U (~1) i- r*(A\B) 
<r*(B) + r*(A\B) < I B I + I A\B I = I A I = n, 
a contradiction. (We have used the obvious facts that r*(C U D) < 
r*(C) + r*(D) and that r*(C) < r(&c S,).) Therefore, (1) cannot hold. 
We will now prove our claim. Call B C A excessive if for each C C B, C # .@ ,
r&c) > I C j . Suppose that, by changing indices if necessary, r*(l,..., n - 1, 
x, y)) = n + 1. We claim that there exists x E A with r*({l,..., n - 1, z}) = II. 
This will complete our proof. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose {l,..., n - 1) is excessive. Since r*(A) = 71, there exists 
z E A\{l,..., n - l} with r(S,) > 1. Then, r*({l,..., n - 1, z}) = It. 
Case 2. Suppose A’ = {l,..., n - I} is not excessive. If r((JieA, Si) = n - 1, 
then there exists z E A with S, 5 ((JiGa, S,), so that r*(i2’ u {z}) = n. Assume, 
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therefore, that I(&~* SJ 2 n. Let C be maximal in A’ with the property that 
1 C 1 = r((JIEC SJ. By relabeling, we may assume that C = {l,..., m}. For 
m + 1 < j < n - 1, let S, = S,\&c S, . I f  we can find x E A\A’, with 
S, G (&,= S,), the set {l,..., n - 1, z} will satisfy our claim. Suppose there is 
no such z. Then it is clear that r*((A\(m + l,..., n - 1)) = m. Therefore, 
r*(A) = y*((A\{m + I,..., n - 1)) u {m + l,..., n - >) 
< r*(A\{m + l,..., n - 1)) + y*({m + l,..., n - 1)) 
~m+(n-l-~)=n-l, 
a contradiction. 
We remark that we can extend this result in a trivial way; namely, if U is a 
fixed subset of S, we may consider the collection of sets {Si n U: i E I}, thereby 
obtaining a rank function Y *U. We could obtain another proof of the result 
in Example 2 by applying the deficiency formula and Theorem 5 to the ranks 
r*of, where Ui = {X E S: m(x) > j}, but we will not do so here. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let (S, Y) be a rank, I an index set, {Si: i E 1} a family of subsets 
of S. For A C S, let r,(A) = r*A(I). We claim that Y, is a rank function on S. 
Once again, the only property of rank functions that offers any difficulty is 
R(iv). We have to prove the following: 
Suppose B = A u {x, y}. I f  
‘*A(I) = y*wyI) zzz y*-wY)(I) = n, then YLB(I) = n. (2) 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Yap = n + 1. Let J = {i E I: Si con- 
tains either x or y}. Then, / J 1 > 2. It is clear, by (2) that if j E 1 then 
r*“(l\{j}) = n - 1. It is also easy to see, by (2), that Y*“(J) = I J / . Therefore, 
since r*A is a rank, y*“(I\J) - n - 1 1 1 . It follows that if J’ C I; with 
I J\y 1 = 2, then r*A(I\(]\J)) = 71 --- 2. But, for some such J’ C J, r*“(I) = 
2 + r*A(I\(J\J’)), a contradiction. 
5. THE THEOREM OF MENDELSOHN AND DULMAGE 
In this section, we shall prove a theorem concerning finding an SIR containing 
a given set. The conditions we obtain are more restrictive than those in the 
Mendelsohn-Dulmage result, so that Theorem 9 does not generalize their 
theorem. However, essentially the same proof as that of Theorem 9 will yield a 
proof of their result. After the proof of Theorem 9, we will indicate the modifica- 
tions in the proof that are required to yield their result. 
9. THEOREM. Let S be a finite set, Y  a yank function on S, MC S an y-itie- 
pendent subset, F = Si: i E I} a finite family of subsets of S, and Y = (S,: j E .I} 
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(where J C I) a subfamily. Then, there exists J’, J _C J’ C I, such that the family 
9” = {ST: j E J’> has an SIR U 2 M if and only if there is a decomposition 
M = Ml v M, such that 
(i) ;fNcn/r,, then [{jEJ:SjnN# @}I >-Al; 
(ii) ifNCM2, then [{jEI\j:SjnN# a}1 > INS; 
and 
(iii) if J” C J, then yw,(ujcJfl Sj) > / J” 1 . 
Proof. It is clear that conditions (i), (“) u , and (iii) are necessary. We will show 
that conditions (i) and (iii) imply the existence of an SIR (relative to the rank 
function rM,) for Y which contains Ml . Condition (ii) then obviously implies 
that we may find a subfamily of {Si: i E I\J} which has M2 as an SIR (relative 
to r), and this gives the result. 
To prove our claim about (i) and (iii), we will proceed by induction on 
1 J 1 + 1 Ml 1 . Call N < Ml (or 1” C J) critical if equality in (i) or (iii) holds. 
We consider three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that neither Ml nor J has a proper critical subset. I f  
r(M, n ujEJ SJ > 0, let x E Sj n Mr , with r({x}) = 1, for some j E J. We 
choose x as a representative of Si and consider Ml\(x), J\(j), ~~~~~~~ . (i) and 
(iii) hold for this triple and the result is obtained by Induction. If  
r-(Ml n uicJ Sj) = 0, choose any x in any Sj , with j E J and r({x}) = 1, and 
consider Ml , J\{il, y~2u(z) . (Of course, in this event we automatically have 
that M, = G .) 
Case 2. Suppose J has a proper critical subset 1”. Let Ml* = Ml n UjeJ* Sj . 
Then the family {Sj: j E J*> has an SIR U relative ro rMM, by our inductive hypo- 
thesis. Furthermore, since J* is critical, (U) = (ujsJ* Sj) (relative to Ye,). 
Consider the triple S\U, Ml\Ml*, rMzVU . The new system satisfies (i) and (iii) 
and induction completes the proof. 
Case 3. Finally, the case in which Ml has a critical proper subset is dual to 
case 2 and is handled in a similar manner. 
The theorem of Mendelsohn and Dulmage asserts that we can find the J 
and U, J C J’ C I, U > M, so that U is a transversal of {Si: j E J’} if and only if, 
(iv) ifNEM,thenI{jEJ:SinN# @}I >INI; 
and 
(v) if J” C I, then 1 IJjEJ” (S,)l > j J” I . 
(Of course, there is no rank function involved in this case.) The proof of Theo- 
rem 9, with obvious modifications, yields this result also: Ml is replaced by M 
throughout, references to r are deleted, and elements chosen as representatives 
are deleted from S. 
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Conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 9 do not seem entirely satisfactory: it would 
seem natural to replace “NC Ma” by “NC M” and “j E I\J” by ‘y E I” in 
condition (ii). However, the example 
where b and d are dependent, all other elements independent, shows that this 
cannot be done. 
The above two theorems are also valid if we replace the requirement that S 
and I be finite by the requirement that the sets SC , for i E I, be finite, and that 
no element of S occur in infinitely many members of 7. To see this, we consider 
the compact space 
For finite J* C J, M* _C M, we consider all p = (pi , pa) such that there is an 
SIR (or transversal) U of the required type for which prsi = X, pa,, = i, if x is 
the representative for Si . The set CJI,,, * of points which we obtain is compact 
and nonempty; any points in nJ*,Mr CJ*,,,* gives the required SIR (or trans- 
versal) in an obvious manner. 
6. Two THEOREMS 
In this section, we will give new proofs of two interesting combinatorial 
theorems. Our proof of Shapiro’s lemma (see [5, pp. 53-551) illustrates the 
power of the “reduction method” of proof. Our proof of the second result 
utilizes a simple extension of Hall’s theorem on transversals. 
10. THEOREM (Shapiro). Let K be afinite set. For L C K, let Y(L) = 2L\{ l~(}. 
suppose that for each J E Y(K) we are given a positive number xJ , and for each 
k E K a positive number ak . Then there exist numbers x~,~ ( j E J, J E Y(K)) such 
that 
(a> LJ (xJ,J = XJ , 
and 
(b) CJS (xJ.~ > aj 9 
if and only if 
(c) for each IE Y(K), 
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Proof. The necessity of (c) is obvious. To prove sufficiency, we first note 
that the result may be readily deduced from the case in which the xJ and ai 
are nonnegative integers and in which we allow the possibility of equality in 
(b) or (c). To handle this situation, we proceed by induction on C ai . In fact, 
we will be able to choose the x~,~ to be integers. The inductive step considers 
two cases. We may assume the a, > 0. 
Case 1. Suppose there exists I E Y(K), I # K, such that 
c (XJ) = c ai f (3) 
.rQw)\~P(K\I) id 
For L E Y(I), let yr. = cJnlzL (x,). By the induction hypothesis, we may 
decompose yL = Ciol; (y& the Y~,~ being nonnegative integers, so that for 
each ill 
Zi (YL,i> 3 ai * 
It is then easy to find nonnegative integers x,,, for J n I # 0, so that xJ,j = 0 
for j $ I n J, x, = Cj (xJ,$) and Y~,~ = CJnrsr, (x~,~), for i E I. We now consider 
the numbers ai (; E K\I) and xJ ( JE Y(K\I)). By our induction hypothesis, 
we may find nonnegative integers %J,i for j E J, J E 9(K\L), so that Cjol ZJ,j = xJ 
and 
C CxJ.j) 2 % 
,&\I) 
for j E K\I. Finally, let 
xJ.j = %J.j forj E I ,  J E Y(K\O, 
= YJ.i forje JnI, 
= 0 otherwise. 
The x,,j provided the desired decomposition. 
Case 2. Suppose no I E Y(K) satisfies (3). Let i,, E I,, for some I, C K. 
Replace aiP .by agO - 1 and xl0 by xl0 - 1. The induction hypothesis then yields a 
decomposrtron for the numbers x, (J # I,,), xl0 - 1, satisfying (b) for aj 
(j # i,,) and ai . Call the numbers %JJ.j . Let 
xJ,j = X,,j J+Io, 
-  
= XI 
0. 
j J=h, if&, 
= 510,io+l ]=I,,, j=i,. 
This gives an appropriate decomposition for the xJ . 
Before proving Theorem 12, we mention the following extension of Hall’s 
transversal theorem. 
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11. PROPOSITION. If S is ajinite set, I is af;nite index set, and 9’ = (Si: i E I} 
is a family of subsets of S, then Y possesses T disjoint transversals if and only if 
for each JCI 
The proposition is a simple consequence of Hall’s theorem (by “replication”). 
We will need the dual version of this result in our proof of Theorem 12 namely 
Let MC S. Then, there exist r disjoint subsets I1 ,..., I,. of I for which M is a 
transversal of each family {Si: i E Ii} if and only if for each N C M there are at 
leastrINjindicesiEIforwhichNnSi# a. 
12. THEOREM (Lindstrom [6]). Let S be a Jinite set, I an index set, 
Y = {Si: i E I} a family of subsets of S. Let r be a positive number and suppose 
that j I / > 1 S 1 (r - 1). Then, there exist nonempty disjoint subsets I1 ,..., I, 
of I such that 
u si = *.. = 0 si. (***I 
iEI, id, 
Proof. We proceed by induction on / S / = n. Suppose that I = (l,..., m], 
s = {x1 )..., x,}, and that m = n(r - 1) + 1. If there exists a proper nonempty 
subset M of S for which 
I(i E I: Si A M = @>I < / M / (r - l), (4) 
then we may obtain the result by induction by considering S\M and those 
members of Y which do not meet M. Suppose, therefore, that (4) never holds. 
Then, by the remarks preceding the statement of the theorem, we may find sets 
Aij (j = I,..., Y - 1, i = l,..., n) which are different members of Sp (i.e., which 
are sets Si for n(r - 1) different z), such that xi E Aij. Consider the array 
All . . . 
A1 
. . . 
Ai-1 .,. Ai--1. 
Let A be the remaining member of 9, say A = {x1 ,..., xt}. Since xt+r appears 
in at least r members of Sp, for some j the deletion of Ai,,, from the array will 
still leave an array for which the union of each row is S. Suppose A:,, = 
et+1 ,-**, x~,} u (some elements of A). Again, we may delete some A;,, from 
our array without changing the row unions. Continuing in this manner, we obtain 
sets A, A, ,..., A, , whose union is S, in such a manner that the two-union of 
our remaining array is still S. This gives us r pair-wise-disjoint collections of 
subsets of 9, each of whose union is S. 
Lindstrom also gives a transfinite version of the above theorem which can be 
proven by transfinite induction, but we shall not go into that here. 
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7. SOME COMMENTS 
Theorem 9 seems unsatisfactory in some respects, as mentioned before, but 
it does yield the analog of Hall’s theorem for SIR’s (by taking M = a, J = I). 
We can use this result to obtain a deficiency theorem and the following rank 
formula for finite I: 
In connection with the rank function r*, if J has finite rank then this rank is 
achieved by a subset which has an SIR. The famous example 
s, = (1, 2, 3 )... 1, 4 = {.i> forj > I 
shows that an infinite set may be independent without having a transversal 
(much less an SIR). However, if all the subsets in the collection are finite, then I 
is independent if and only if the collection (Si: i E Z} has an SIR. (This follows 
from Theorem 9.) If  r*(Z) = co, then there exists an infinite set J C Z such that 
{Si: i E J> has an SIR. This follows from the fact that if iVZ C S is any finite set 
and r*(Z) = co, then there exist /’ C I, of arbitrarily large finite cardinality, 
such that {Si: i E J’} has an SIR relative to rM . We can use this fact to construct 
an infinite J with {Si: i E J} having an SIR. 
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